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Chapter 4 - Results 

4.0 Phenomena and Categories 

A total of 102 raw data themes were extracted from the interviews associated with 

participation in sport and exercise in the prison environment, 49 were relevant to this 

study. Analysis of interview comments using open, axial and selective coding 

uncovered five phenomena associated with the inmates’ involvement in sport and 

exercise in Drake Hall.  These were: 

1. Participation outcomes; 

2. General health awareness;  

3. Role of sport and exercise on rehabilitation for release; 

4. Developmental skills and experiences; 

5. Influence of sport, exercise or dietary awareness on plans post prison 

 

Further analysis allowed the construction of 14 categories and 35 subcategories 

which were further refined to include properties and dimensions to give the data 

precision. These have been summarised in Tables 1 to 5 which encompass all the 

phenomena identified in this study, however not all will be discussed in detail due to 

the scale limitations of the research project. A brief discussion will be provided on the 

areas which are not discussed in depth. The phenomena focused on will pertain to 

the three research questions stated at the beginning of the study.  
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Table 1 – Summary of Phenomenon 1: Participation Outcomes 

 

Phenomenon 

 

Category 

 

Subcategory 
(Concepts) 

 

Properties/dimensions 

Participation 
outcomes 

Activity 
Involvement 

• Pre prison 
activity levels 

• Current activity 
levels 

 

• Frequency 
• Intensity 
• Type 

 Psychological 
Benefits 

• Internal focus 
   

• Escapism 
• Personal time 
• Passing time 

  • Perceived self 
efficacy 

 

 

• Confidence 
• Perceived 

ability/achievement 
• Perceived ability by 

association 
  • Negative mood 

release 
• Anxiety 
• Stress 
• Aggression 

  • Positive mood 
state 

• Enjoyment 
• Positive mood 

affect 
 Negative 

Psychological 
Outcomes 

• Overtraining • Time available 
• Duration 

 Social 
Benefits 

• Social 
interaction  

• Making friends 
• Overcoming 

shyness 
• Group involvement 
• Identity 

 Physiological 
Factors 

• Body image • Body weight 
• Muscular definition 

  • Fitness • Cardiovascular 
• Duration 
• Intensity 
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Table 2 – Summary of Phenomenon 2: General Health Awareness 

 

Phenomenon 

 

Category 

 
Subcategory 
(Concepts) 

 
 
Properties/Dimensions 

General health 
awareness  

Nutritional 
Awareness 

• Healthy food 
choices  

• Balanced diet 
• Less ‘junk’ food  
• Less 

carbohydrates 
• Low fat 
• Fish and soya 
• Salad and fruit 

  • Effects of a 
healthy diet 

• Feel better 
• Weight 

management 
• Less bloated 
• Less depressed 
• Health interest 

 Smoking • Quit plans 
• Quit attempts

• Method Use 
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Table 3 – Phenomenon 3: Role of Sport and Exercise on Rehabilitation for 
Release 

 

Phenomenon 

 

Category 

 
Subcategory 
(Concepts) 
 

 
 
Properties/Dimensions

Role of sport 
and exercise 
on 
rehabilitation 
for release 

 

Social 
Responsibility 

•  Giving 
something back 
 

• Assessing 
peoples needs 

• Helping others  

  • Responsible        
norms 

• Positive 
alternative 
activities  

• Acceptable social 
behaviour  

• Negative 
reflections of past 
criminal 
behaviour 
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Table 4 – Summary of Phenomenon 4: Developmental Skills and Qualifications 

 

Phenomenon 

 

Category 

 
Subcategory 
(Concepts) 
 

 
 
Properties/Dimensions

Developmental 
skills and 
qualifications 

Training 
Qualifications 

• Health leader 
• Lifeguard 
• Exercise class 

instructor 
• Personal trainer 

• Type 
• Frequency 
• Variation 
• Current 
• Planned 

 
 Work 

Experience 
• Teaching 
• Coaching 
• Exercise 

programme 
design 

• Gym orderly 
 

• Job Role 
• Duties 
• Responsibilities 
 

 Workplace 
Skills 

• Leadership 
• Communication 
• Team work 
• Problem Solving

 

• Type  
• Level  
• Responsibility 
• Knowledge 

 
  • Motivational 

skills 
• Enthusiasm 
• Fun 
• Fitness plans 
• Encouragement 

  • Research skills • Media 
• Library 
• Internet 
• Communication 
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Table 5 – Phenomenon 5: Influence of Sport, Exercise or Dietary Awareness on 
Plans Post Prison 

 

Phenomenon 

 

Category 

 
Sub Category 
(Concepts) 
 

 
Properties/Dimensions

Influence of 
sport, 
exercise or 
dietary 
awareness 
on plans post 
prison 

Career Job prospects • Private and public 
sector 

• Voluntary sector  
• Self employment 

   
  

  • Work based 
skills 

• CV writing 
• Business plans 

 
 Family Home 

Life 
• Parents 
• Children 
• Siblings 

• Exercise  
• Healthy diet 

 
 Personal 

Interest/hobby 
• Enjoyment • Social interaction 

• Reading literature
• Learning 

techniques 
• Media learning 
• Participating 
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4.1 Phenomenon 1: Participation outcomes 

The first category developed was the inmates’ involvement in activity. This served to 

illustrate the various forms, intensities and frequencies with which prisoners took part 

at the gym. The remaining categories were distinguishable by their association to 

physical, psychological and social outcomes. These included both negative and 

positive aspects.  

Category- Activity Involvement  

The category, ‘Activity Involvement’ will set the context to which the phenomena are 

pertaining to by discussing the interviewees’ exercise levels both pre-prison and 

current. A detailed account of participation levels may be found in Appendix ii, 

however a brief summary will be included here.  

Subcategory - Pre-prison Activity Levels 

Before prison, exercise or sport involvement was not a major constituent in the lives 

of the interviewees, with the exception of Norma, the other eight prisoners had little 

or no participation in sport or exercise. Four stated that in the past they had 

participated in some sport/exercise, however this was several years previous, mainly 

school age. Three inmates stated they had a low participation level before prison, 

due to time constraints and lack of sustained interest. One inmate reported that she 

had never participated in sport or exercise before prison.  

Subcategory - Current Activity Levels 

Each inmate had their own individual exercise routine which included various 

activities. All nine of the inmates took part in the exercise classes taught at the gym 

by both inmates and PEI’s (see appendix ii for details). In addition to the classes, 

eight out of nine inmates used the fitness suite intermittently and four inmates stated 

they took part in volleyball that involved competition against prison staff which will be 

discussed later. Badminton and Danish long ball were two other sports mentioned by 

the participants.  
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Four out of nine women did not specify the frequency with which they participated in 

gym activities. The five interviewees, who stated their participation frequency, 

showed that the rates were well above the government daily exercise 

recommendation of half hour, five days a week. The highest frequency of exercise 

participation was by Mica at three to four hours daily, when compared to her exercise 

rate before prison there is a large difference. Mica previously stated that her busy life 

made it difficult to participate in any activity; however in prison the extra time 

allocated to go to the gym may explain this outcome. The specific time allocation for 

exercise or sport had resulted in the women having more time to concentrate on 

something for personal gain. The pace of life prior to prison may not have allowed for 

this. The extended variety and frequency with which the women attend the gym is 

evident in their descriptions. 

Category - Psychological benefits 

This category encompasses the feelings, emotions and mood states experienced as 

a consequence of exercise participation. Four sub categories emerged which aided 

in gaining a deeper understanding of this category, they include; 

• Internal Focus; 

• Perceived Self Efficacy; 

• Negative Mood Release; 

• Positive Mood State. 

Internal Focus 

There were three main properties pertaining to this subcategory, Escapism, Personal 

time and Passing time. The third property ‘passing time’ simply encompassed the 

inmates use of the gym to fill time in order to feel their sentence was going more 

quickly, this will not be discussed further as the topic does not directly relate to the 

research questions. 

The gym environment, together with the opportunity to exercise appeared to give the 

participants a means of escaping the controlled routine of prison life.   It was a time 
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when they were able to forget about the place they were incarcerated and focus on 

themselves. This served the purpose of relaxation and reducing stress. When asked 

about the gym environment Mandy replied: 

Mandy: Different atmosphere and it’s somewhere for when other people come, 

they notice that different atmosphere.  I was speaking to somebody the 

other day and she said when she came to the,… the one place that ...., 

the gym is a place where she can go and actually feel like she’s not in 

prison, the gym and um there’s a beauty and hair salon as well. You 

don’t actually feel like you’re in the prison, so that’s a really big ….thing 

to be able to feel that your not…. in prison, to take away that stressed 

out feeling, being reminded of the environment that your in.  

Kim:  So it’s a stress relief type of…? 

Mandy: Stress relief, um it’s uplifting, it’s a positive environment and um …. 

but….for women it’s, you know they come in here for different reasons 

but it’s uh……maybe weight issues or stress issues or getting into 

eating because they’ve been on drugs and this is a good place to be. 

They’re not um ….being reminded all the time that you’ve got to do 

things this way and that way and that way as we are when we go 

around the rest of the prison, yes there are little reminders but it’s not 

forced down your throat, not so obvious. 

The gym appeared to be a safe place where interviewees could escape the prison 

environment and unwind. The gym itself was run very informally, the staff were 

addressed on first name terms and would have the time to chat with inmates who 

came to use the facilities. The facilities were run by a team consisting of both 

inmates and staff which enabled the inmates to feel they had more control and were 

on an even par with staff. The authority of the gym staff was not as visible as it was 

with other prison officers. Norma summed up this environment in response to a 

question concerning her feelings about being a prisoner but also part of a gym team. 

Good. It’s great, it’s good, you don’t feel like, when you come to the gym you 

don’t feel like you’re in prison at all, the atmosphere just changes where if 
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somebody’s got a problem I will advise them to go to the gym, inside the 

prison I’ll say “Go to the gym” , we call people by their first name in the gym, 

you don’t call them, Sir, Miss what naught, you know what I mean? You call 

them; Carry, Paddy, whoever’s working you call them by their first name and 

you feel more relaxed in the gym then anywhere, well I do! 

One participant compared the stresses of a prison environment to that of the TV 

programme “Big Brother” where each inmate is forced to live with a stranger and this 

can often build up tension. By going to the gym and getting away from their ‘house’* 

the inmates were able to relieve stress and return to the house in a more positive 

frame of mind. It also gave the inmates a break from thinking about their current 

situation and distracted them from focusing on their families and release date. This 

may have a positive affect on the prison atmosphere and the control of inmates who 

otherwise may have been agitated. In addition, by allowing prisoners to relax and 

enjoy the healthy supportive environment of the gym they may associate the positive 

feeling with physical activity and health related behaviour.  

If this environment was used as a method to unwind and escape a negative situation 

in prison, then the inmates are gaining a new socially acceptable method of 

stress/anxiety release which they could apply in the outside world. Mandy and Mica 

explained the stress release and the break from thinking about her situation while 

exercising. 

It just makes me feel happy, whatever your feeling in your day, you come to 

the gym and you can’t, it goes because you haven’t got the time to think about 

it because you’re so absorbed in the activity, so if you come in stressed, by 

the time you go out your not stressed (Mandy). 

I see that in the respect that if I’m not at the gym then I feel really sluggish, 

and de-motivated and down and I get thinking about things that, I don’t know, 

home and the children and my boyfriend and do you know what I mean,  

things that upset you quite easily because you can’t just go and talk to them, 

but if I’m at the gym then I’m more occupied and I’ve got things to focus on 

and…do you know what I mean it doesn’t pull me down to that  factor where 

*’House’ is the term used by inmates for their accommodation at Drake Hall; it is a bungalow 
comprising of a lounge, kitchen, bathroom and toilet with between 8 and 12 bedrooms. The inmates 
are required to stay in their own bungalows in the evening and inmates are not allowed in the daytime 
to enter houses which they do not live in.  
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I’m thinking that uh I’m not this and uhhh I’m … do you know what I 

mean?(Mica)  

Bella supported this view; 

Bella: no, It’s good like, the gym, it like makes you feel much better, its takes 

your mind off things as well. 

Kim: ok, what do you think about, what is it about doing the activities that 

takes your mind away from it? 

Bella: It’s just,  it’s just, like you know, you know, like when I am in the gym all 

I will be thinking is about working and when we go back we feel good 

about ourselves, like we’ve done something today, exercise, I think 

exercise is very important. 

In contrast some prisoners felt it gave them time to think about things in a clear 

manner and helped them to sort out their thoughts and any issues they may be 

having. 

When it comes to the gym though, you clear your head, you can see things 

and puts things in perspective and then, do you know what I mean, you can 

sort out up there and get fit for when you’re out there (Shan) 

…you find that when you’re on the treadmill out actually space out 

somewhere else or when cross trainer or stepper, you’re not really thinking 

about the situation that you’re in, you’re actually thinking about how to, I think 

teacher planning and what not, what not, this is how I’ve learnt. (Sam) 

There was a reoccurring theme that the inmates looked upon their exercise as 

something they were doing for themselves, not for the prison and it was their own 

personal choice.  In a place where individuality is challenged and conformity is 

endorsed it gave them the opportunity to develop a sense of self 

.…you got something to look forward to every single day, first I’m going to 

work then I’m going to the gym and there’s just time for…. Like you know…. 

when your working, you’re working for the prison, but this is our time for use 

for ourselves. (Bella) 
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I come for the team and I come to do my own little personal fitness suite, I go 

to the fitness suite, and I just do my one on one,   that’s me on my own, that’s 

my time then. (Shan) 

Subcategory - Perceived Self Efficacy 

This subcategory highlights the increased sense of self worth the participants 

expressed when asked about their involvement with sport/exercise in Drake Hall. 

The properties and dimensions associated with this subcategory further define these 

feelings,  

Confidence;  

Perceived ability/achievement;  

Perceived ability by association. 

On entering prison many of the inmates stated that they had low self confidence due 

to their situation before incarceration. Some interviewees expressed the increase in 

confidence they felt while in prison, both from the whole prison experience and 

specifically their involvement in sport and exercise. When Mandy was discussing her 

plans for the future she explained this transition from low confidence to a more 

positive outlook: 

Mandy:  Oh I love participating in sport anyway, I love participating in it, I love 

watching it on TV, it’s so... 

Kim: all around you’re interested in it. You said you also had that before 

coming into prison and it just carried on once you been here? 

Mandy: it’s increased, because of my situation before I came to prison, um...  it 

meant that I wandered away from sport um...but then coming back into 

prison, giving the opportunity I had when I first got into Holloway, the 

PE staff picked up there that I was interested in sport and they offered 

me the job and I …I came into prison as somebody who was very 

uhh... I had been in an abusive relationship and so I was, I had no 

confidence, my self esteem was really really low, very very gullible, 

very very passive and so gym really has helped me to grow…. as a 
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person, one of the other things as well that has helped me grow as a 

woman so... 

Kim: can you give me a couple of words, you said grow, just to describe how 

it’s made you grow?  

Mandy: my confidence. 

This outlook was echoed at the beginning of Annette’s interview, when asked to 

recall some of her feelings/experiences of sport and exercise at Drake Hall she 

mentioned her lack of confidence, (at the time of the interview Annette had been 

working at the gym for 4 months); 

Um but it’s been ...and it’s my confidence, I didn’t have much 

confidence when I came into prison, 

And I feel better in myself, I used to shake, I used to get quite, I was a 

nervous person and that seems to be all going from the 

gym…Obviously I train as well.  

Annette, unlike Mandy, linked her increased confidence with her experiences of 

teaching the exercise classes and tells of her progression from thinking she did not 

have the ability to teach an exercise class to enjoying the positive feelings of doing a 

good class; 

Kim: Did you have any nerves with regards to that (standing in front of a 

class) or did you just think straight away ‘I want to be up there’? 

Annette: I kept thinking ‘god I couldn’t do it.’ 

Kim:  Right 

Annette: up there… I thought, ‘no I don’t think I could do it’, but then as time 

went on I thought, ‘no I could, I can do this, I know I can!’ 

Kim:  What made you change do you think, to think that you could? 

Annette: My fitness levels um,… the way I felt in myself and everything. 
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Annette felt empowered by her ability to instruct an exercise class and this 

transferred to other areas in her life. When asked about her current feelings with 

regards to teaching, Annette summated; 

I just,  it just boosts my confidence and it helps me as well because I’m doing 

the class with them and I seem to be… enjoying myself with em, you know 

doing certain step or doing circuits with them…enjoying it as well. 

Annette continued to express the rewarding feelings she experiences from teaching 

the healthy living classes which are for inmates who are aiming to improve their 

health in some way. The waiting list for the healthy living class is long as it allows the 

prisoners time out of work to go to the exercise class, therefore once you sign up to 

the class you must not miss a session or you are off the course.  These classes 

consist of inmates whom may not be motivated to exercise, Annette takes us through 

the journey of such classes and expresses the feelings she gets from the challenge 

of motivating such a difficult class.  

…there are certain classes that you take um that are a challenge…um.. a 

challenge to you,  um like we have a class every morning from eight o’clock to 

nine and that’s people that are a bit de-motivated, taken drugs in the past um, 

want to get into something and want to lose weight and they come in the 

morning and they are a nightmare. They come in first thing in the morning and 

they’ve got up for the gym but they really don’t want to be there. (Laughs) 

... some of them you think ‘god why you here if you really don’t want to 

come?’… but after the session if you have a good session with them so 

they’ve come in in the morning and you, you try to motivate them and you 

start the class and you think ‘oh god, keep going, you’ll get them there in the 

end’ and the best part of it is at the end when you know that they’re saying 

thank you. 

Annette and Mandy both shared their feelings of self inadequacy when entering 

prison and illustrate the gym as a place where they were able to develop and 

construct a sense of empowerment through their achievements. Shan, Sam and 

Shell add to this reoccurring theme of increased confidence levels found from 
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participating in exercise and sport, particularly associated with the completion of 

difficult tasks. Shan described the feelings of self worth she felt from participating in 

exercise and opined others felt the same; 

…because you’re getting that positive, whether it’s feedback from what you’re 

doing or what you’re actually doing yourself, if you put, if you’re then you’re on 

a downer you’ve gone, ‘I’m going to the fitness suite’ and you’ve worked out 

for an hour and,  you’ve got girls in here who have never been to a gym 

before in their whole of their life and you come in here, you feel good in 

yourself and ‘you know what I can do the gym and I feel good about myself’, 

it’s those little things that bring the girls, that can make them feel like ‘you 

know what I ain’t scum, I can change myself about, I can do good things, I do 

feel good about myself, I don’t have to resort to…. whatever whenever to get 

through life, I can actually do something’ yeah? 

Sam also conveyed the rise in self esteem she experienced from going to the gym 

when asked her opinion of sport/exercise as a rehabilitation tool; 

I think they (prison staff) have rehabilitated me completely, I think,… uh I think 

jail in a sense can change a person, it depends if the person wants to get 

changed, um the gym side of things I think has helped me in so many different 

ways, its helped me with self esteem… 

Shell explained her journey from using drugs and having an impaired sense of self, 

to going to the gym and improving diet. This lifestyle change resulted in her taking 

the time to think about herself and what she wants for her future, enabling her to feel 

she no longer had a need for drug use. 

Well I used to be a drug user. Um….and I wouldn’t dream of taking drugs 

now, but that’s just through, I mean sheer, hard work but and the gym and the 

direction of the staff and things like that ,  it’s really really helped me to look at 

myself and build up my confidence, because drugs take away your confidence 

and that’s where my lack of confidence came into it, but since I’ve been here it 

sort of brought it right back up here and it just doesn’t interest me anymore 

and I’ve had really, really testing times, like for instance at the weekend  my 
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granddad got diagnosed with terminal cancer and um….if I was going to use 

drugs, because I was at home over the weekend, I would have used, but it 

didn’t even enter my head and a lot of it I believe is through physical activity, 

diet and you know making, because I feel better in myself I don’t need to use 

them, I don’t need to do that anymore. 

Although perceived self efficacy was not a direct question from the researcher seven 

of the participants mentioned feelings of increased self worth, confidence or self 

esteem. Although the words were used interchangeably the overlying theme of 

increased positive feelings associated with the personal self was evident. Perceived 

ability through task completion seemed to contribute to these feelings, for instance 

Annette boasted that she can now run 6 miles and Sam recalled her successful use 

of heart monitors to reach a percentage of her maximum heart rate. The PEI’s 

assisted the women in setting achievable goals and for Sam it taught her that it was 

possible to have a target and actually reach it. Bella expressed her sense of 

achievement when discussing her spinning class attendance; 

It’s just you know, you worked hard and it’s difficult to keep up and you know 

you have done something that ….we’ll all go back and great, we burnt 

calories. You know when you feel good about it? 

Bella, like others, was able to achieve something that had required effort, stamina 

and determination. By completing the exercise class they felt triumphant in a task 

which is considered by others as difficult, it provided them with something to be 

proud of.  

Shell found this same pride when instructing a successful circuit class; 

…if I’m just instructing and not doing it with them, I feel good I feel um…..it’s 

good to see other people working out and its good to see them sort of looking 

up to ya if you like, because your actually taking them for circuit and it’s good 

to know that I’m giving them the motivation to actually get around that circuit, 

cause you know you’re constantly saying to them ‘come on keep going, you 

know you’ll get there, you’ll get there’ and I really enjoy it and it’s fulfilling. 
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The interviewees, who coach or instruct exercise or sport, are able to evaluate the 

success of their role through comments from the classes or by observing the 

individuals participating. If it has gone well they feel like they have accomplished 

something they were not able to do in the past. This then feeds into self esteem and 

confidence. Norma, once a week for one hour, trains young people who are trying to 

qualify for the British Juniors and found she feels proud to be involved in their future 

and is dedicated to increasing their ability.  

All the women mentioned in this section are on their way or already have recognised 

that they are able to achieve challenging tasks and make a difference to themselves 

and others around them, this in turn is allowing them to think differently about 

themselves, giving them the sense of taking charge and making choices. They are 

constructing an identity through increased confidence.   

The final property to this subcategory was identified as perceived ability by 

association. This property was only highlighted by two women and it stemmed from 

observing other inmates whom they viewed as competent in instructing classes, 

physical education or coaching. From watching other inmates participating in 

exercise and teaching classes, Annette and Mica believed that they too were 

capable of such achievements. Annette had watched Norma’s progress to university 

and explained her thoughts of Norma and how it affected her; 

…you know in her confidence and everything, but not confidence as she had 

a lot of confidence, but the way she deals with people has changed um and I 

just saw all this going on and I thought and I didn’t know if I wanted to do it 

and I just thought ‘well, go on I will give it a go, it’s better then you know 

health care, it’s boring and it’s just something’…the best moves that I’ve ever 

made I found something that I really want to do. 

Mica observed others in the gym and found herself being drawn by the fact that she 

was not alone in her interest of exercise and she too could be able to instruct classes 

should she wish to do so; 

I don’t know I think it’s just…..taking part in the classes and seeing what the 

instructor gets out of it and seeing what the class gets out of it, and…seeing 
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that it does actually do good to other people, it’s not just me thinking that I am 

a bit oddo you know what I mean? 

…and they’re enjoying as well and seeing then how I could change things, do 

things and that type of thing when it comes to myself. 

The presence of successful role models in the gym who were also prisoners proved 

to persuade Mica and Annette that the accomplishments they were observing were 

possible even for them. 

Subcategory - Negative Mood Release 

Here the subcategory highlights the negative mood states associated with the 

imprisonment of these women and how the gym aids in easing stress, anxiety and 

aggression. The participants discussed some of the stressors they have experienced 

in prison such as being apart from their children, family and friends or the frustrations 

associated with their release date. Sharon had been in prison for three and a half 

years at the time of the interview and had two and a half more years to do before her 

release from a twelve year sentence, she illustrates the effect this has on her; 

...because, ok, jail you can get upset, you can get frustrated, you can and it’s 

all about the deadline coming and stuff like, as much as you don’t want to 

think about it, it is at the back of your head somewhere right that’s another 

year out of the way, I’ve got whatever, whether you’ve got a couple of months 

or you’re a parolee.  

Annette discussed the negative emotions she experienced before she became 

involved in the gym; 

...when I sat down come 5 o’clock and ‘oh god why did I come to prison?’ and  

‘Oh god I can’t cope with it’ you know and ‘I got five months to do’,  

All of the nine participants spoke a lot of the release from stress, anxiety or 

aggressive moods they experienced from doing exercise or sport. Mica speaks about 

the anxiety she feels from being away from her children and how she feels following 

participation in exercise; 
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yeah, then I feel better about myself, well I’m quite happy, not that you can be 

extremely happy but do you know what I mean, but I feel ok, I’m alright, I’m 

surviving, do you know what I mean,  instead of thinking I’m down and the 

children and I’m not able to speak to them, they’re at school and I wonder 

what they’re doing, do you know what I mean and it just keeps my mind 

occupied, so I’m not thinking about,  it’s not because I don’t want to think 

about them, because you do all the time, but you get to the stage where you 

just can’t get obsessed about any more and you just have to try and focus on 

your departure date and getting there and let’s see what I can do until I get 

there so… 

Mica had identified her need to be active quite early on in her sentence, she 

recognised that her active life outside with her children helped her cope and that 

exercise might also help alleviate the stress she was experiencing inside. She 

approached the doctor in Fosten Hall, her prison prior to Drake Hall, and asked 

about exercise on prescription; 

‘Can I get like fitness on prescription and go to the gym on a regular basis to 

see how that will help me?’, and um it did, it really helped so I felt a lot better 

on the days I went to the gym,  

….so I found the days that I wasn’t going, I was, not, you know what I mean, 

I’m not a verbally abusive person, do you know what I mean, I don’t want you 

to think I turn into a monster if I don’t go to the gym, but I just feel a lot more 

down, but the days I did go to the gym I could cope with getting through the 

day, do you see what I mean? 

Norma and Nicky shared the same feelings of stress relief following exercise; 

...when I am stressed or you know, I’ll come to the gym and it relieves certain 

things, as I say the problems are still going to be there but you’ll feel a bit 

lighter yourself (Norma). 

….it (exercise) just let’s you, as well, release like stress and stuff, if you have 

got stress, if I am stressed out and I’ve come to the gym and I’ve done a good 

work out then I just feel better, it kinda releases it, because in here you can’t 
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do that, you know there’s no other avenues to kind of do that, unless you sit 

and read or whatever um, but ya, its just good to know that you staying fit 

(Nicki). 

The release of stress has been illustrated well in the above quotations , however 

many of the women referred to frustrations which often led to feeling aggressive 

towards themselves or others. In particular Sam found that the prison environment 

could lead to aggressive outbursts as a result of not having the option to walk away 

from a negative situation. She soon discovered that exercise was a healthy outlet 

she could use to release these feelings.  

...um when I first came into jail with no fitness, like when you’re outside you 

can actually control your aggressiveness, you can actually walk away from 

situations, like put down that you get from officers or whoever, you can 

actually like, outside you could, like outside you would most probably walk 

away with it or start something up, in jail I’ve found that I’ve had to control it,  

um……when something gets me angry or I’m stressed about something the 

first thing I need to do is go to the gym, after I’ve been to the gym I feel so 

much better, I look at things in a different light because as I’m running for half 

an hour or I’m jogging for half an hour I’m actually thinking it around in my 

head, I’m spaced out, thinking about situations and I’ll come out and I’ll feel as 

happy as Larry and then, until something else stresses me then, thank god for 

my job because they will actually let me, she’ll chuck me out of the beauty 

salon and think ‘well, go to the gym because I don’t think I like you today’ …  

so I found out my mood and I am a lot more control when I go to the gym as 

well,  I found out quite a few things about myself since I’ve started fitness….. 

When asked if she had learnt anything else about herself Sam replied; 

Um…I’ve learned that if I’ve got a target I can actually fill it, uh I noticed that 

I’m a lot more pleasant when I am at the gym, not when I’m actually training 

but after I’ve been training I think I am a lot more pleasant, um… I don’t react 

to to aggression quite so quickly now, I’ll just stand back and look …sort of 

thing, that time that I’ve had at the gym to work out makes me think more 
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about other things, sort of control it. I find that you know, it taught me a lot and 

I think even my family outside even though I’m in here, over the phone they 

found I’ve changed like I don’t quickly go “Ohh” ,like shout down the phone or 

anything like that…. 

Norma echoed this opinion and found that she could avoid hurting anyone or getting 

extra time on her sentence by dealing with anger this way;  

When I’m frustrated and angry I will come to the gym as well, let it all out the 

steam, you let it all out by exercising.   

Subcategory- Positive mood state 

The final subcategory within psychological benefits is positive mood state and is 

apparent in quotes throughout the results. However the following quotes provide an 

intense view of the enjoyment and positive mood affect the women get from 

participating in gym activities. Annette expresses not only her enjoyment for exercise 

but how it has provided her with a hobby; 

It give me something that I never ….I never enjoyed…..I never had anything, 

a hobby or anything…and this is like something that I think “God, I really enjoy 

this, I enjoy reading about it, I enjoy watching telly about it and I enjoy actually 

doing it. 

Since Annette has become an orderly at the gym it has become her hobby, her job 

and her enjoyment. She wanted to be in the gym environment at all times. 

I stay here all morning, I love the gym I just love being here, you know like 

some people will just stay at home, cause it’s semi-open it’s different from 

closed uh prisons where you can go back to the house on your breaks… 

…we work several days a week here but we have two days off between all the 

orderlies, on my days off I’m here. I just can’t, I can’t stay away. I feel like I’m 

addicted to the gym I love it! 

Mica also works as an orderly and spends not only her allocated working time at the 

gym but any free time she has as well. When describing the difficulty in motivating 
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people to come to the gym she demonstrates the positive feelings she associates 

with exercise; 

...if people could really see how enjoyable it is then maybe they would come 

into it more but how do you get people to come see…do you know what I 

mean, if you could give them something to say ‘this is how good your going to 

feel afterwards, that’s all you’ve got to do to feel that good’, do you know what 

I mean, but it’s just how do you communicate that to people who 

are…because some of them are de-motivated, see what I mean, because 

they get, it sounds a bit bad, they get stuck on their own little ladder they can’t 

step out of it very easily.    

The interviewees expressed their love and enjoyment of sport and exercise on a 

regular basis and evidence of this will continue to be displayed in the results section. 

During the analysis of the transcribed interviews it became apparent that many 

quotes fit into more than one category or subcategory, therefore a detailed 

explanation of this subcategory will not be necessary. 

Category - Negative Psychological Outcomes 

There was one aspect which was identified when talking to the women that seemed 

to be detrimental to their otherwise very positive views on sport and exercise in the 

prison environment. Most of the women had not really had the opportunity to enjoy 

exercise before coming to prison and upon discovering the enjoyment and positive 

mood states experienced, wanted to exercise as much as possible which lead to 

overtraining. For instance Shell described how this happened to her; 

yeah, or I’ll do a circuit within that and the rest fitness suite, so I can do the 

weights but I don’t train everyday like I used to because that would be over, 

….overtraining, and that’s what I was doing when I first got involved and 

started to actually like it, because obviously I didn’t like it at first I um…. I went 

over the top and did too much training but now obviously with what I am 

doing,  I’ll do an hour and 20 minutes as I said, four times a week and that 

keeps me at the level where I …, at the level that I want to be if you like. 
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This may also have been the case with Bella and Mica who trained between 3-4 

hours daily and would spend as much time as possible in the gym; 

I like something I can look forward to straight from work I’m quickly coming to 

a class I don’t want to miss anything. Sometimes I’ll do two classes in the 

night, one in the morning, I try to do one in the afternoon so...(Bella) 

I was able to come then to at least two hours a day to the gym and then I 

managed to get a job here, so now I’m able to do 3-4 hours a day (Mica) 

This may be a direct cause of having the extra time for exercise while in prison and 

may be controlled by time constraints post prison. However many women are in 

prison for periods of years and overtraining does have its risks. The PEI’s 

intervention in such training issues was discussed by the women and may serve to 

control and direct the participants training regimes.  

Category – Social benefits 

Five of the inmates made comments about the social aspects of participating in 

activities in the gym. One of the properties identified within this subcategory is 

making friends; Bella was asked if she spoke to other prisoners when attending a 

spinning class; 

Bella  ...yeah, because the girls know who comes,  like you know I am regular 

now so they know me, they come and say hello and that because they 

know me….   

Kim: So when you come to the gym do you enjoy seeing the other people 

here? 

Bella:  Yeah, Yeah, you make a lot of friends as well. 

Kim:  Really? Friends that you would not have made otherwise or? 

Bella: yeah but some of them are on different houses, you don’t really see 

them, only at the gym, in the daytime there’s no visiting, they’re at work 

or….. 
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The gym is a place where all prisoners are allowed to go and so there is the 

opportunity to vary the routine of meeting the same people at work or on the house.  

Mica found having people around her in a light hearted mood ready for activity to be 

uplifting; 

if you come in thinking ‘I’ve had a really crap day’, you go out (to the gym) and 

there’s other people around and you’re having a laugh with them, so it’s the 

fun side,  it’s the social side that you have in the gym. 

The gym atmosphere also affected Shell and Nicki who were shy, withdrawn and 

had difficulty socialising with others. The social interaction that the gym required 

allowed them the opportunity to meet new people and develop conversation skills. 

...um it was just the fact that you know you do meet people when you’re 

training and you see them all the time and you get talking to them, before I 

wouldn’t have wanted to have talk to them, but since I have been training, in 

myself I feel more confident and more able to talk to people without feeling, 

…. I don’t know what….I wouldn’t say paranoid or anything like that,  but just I 

didn’t want to talk, I didn’t want to be involved with people, I just wanted to be 

in my own little world where now it’s….I enjoy it, it’s sort of brought me out of 

myself if you like.(Shell) 

...I just came up here like, like I say, like my friends didn’t really want come to 

the gym, so I just came up here on my own and then you know you book a 

class and then they’ll write it down on that piece of paper and then um they’ll 

tell you what you can do and then you do it but once you take a class again its 

that thing of being personal, if they’ve done a good class I’ll say that’s a really 

good class and then automatically that’s a friendship and then if you keep 

going to the same class or a different class you get to meet them all and start 

talking to them like, the majority of the girls um that were here a minute ago 

their kinda work within the gym, they’re like the orderlies, yeah but I’m not an 

orderly but I still get on well with like the majority of them because you come 

and you go to the gym and then you see them, it’s mad it’s kinda like a 

respecting like, from one gym goer to another kinda thing. (Nicki) 
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Being a ‘gym goer’ provided the inmates with an identity that they chose themselves. 

The friends they met while taking a class or playing a sport were friends of their own 

choosing. The confidence gained from making conversation in a part of the prison 

that was not so obviously carceral, empowered the women to feel some control in an 

otherwise regimental environment. If an inmate met another that participated in the 

gym a respect was often gained and a relationship formed as Natalie illustrates; 

um yeah because…um…..I mean I don’t know too much about the other 

houses,  I mean definitely with the house I’m on there’s a lot of girls that get 

up, cause there’s a healthy living class and there’s a lot of girls that get up at 

like 8 o’clock till nine to go to the healthy living class,  I think it just depends on 

you, I mean personally when I see that I feel that’s good, I’ve got respect for 

you because I know that you’re working hard and you’re trying to care about 

yourself and your body, not that I’ve got less respect for someone who doesn’t 

go to the gym, not at all, but I’ve got a certain amount of respect for someone 

who gets up early to go to the gym or put in the work to try and build on 

themselves to get them healthy cause that’s really what life is , you know if 

you want to live. 

Category - Physiological Factors 

The category of Physiological Factors encompasses the physical changes observed 

by the women in their bodies and has two subcategories, Body Image and Fitness 

Levels. There was focus on the changes the women could perceive in their bodies 

and was often the motivation to continue with exercise.  

Subcategory- Body image  

Body image was discussed in the terms of weight loss and muscular definition. The 

interviewees referred to muscular toning as ‘toning up’. The change in body shape 

resulting from exercise was raised by five of the interviewees. Sam’s interview was 

particularly centred on these properties. Before imprisonment Sam’s friends were 

mainly male and on entering an arena where she was surrounded by women she 

found she was self conscious of her body.  Observing the different shapes and sizes 
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of all the women around her and listening to comments made by her new friends 

about the appearance of others prompted these thoughts. As a reaction she went to 

the gym initially to lose weight and so gain an ‘acceptable’ body shape and is still 

focused on that aspect, however she is now enjoying the increase in fitness she has 

discovered.  

Sam:  I am still focused on losing weight,  I have got myself a target and 

every time I reach my target I want to go lower .....so this target I’m 

trying to reach, I find it hard to reach because I am working out so 

much that I am not eating good enough and my nutrition level again is 

like ‘what shall I do?’ but I now enjoy it because…. my fitness has gone 

a lot better, I can do certain things now that I could never do when I 

first started a year ago 

Kim: You mentioned earlier that it raises your self esteem, what does self 

esteem mean to you? 

Sam: mentally and physically, I like ….I don’t think I like who I was before, 

even though I said I did, but I don’t think I did, I like who I am now. 

The complex which Sam developed from being surrounded by women was not 

mentioned by any other interviewees. The other four women who talked about 

weight loss and toning thought of the gym as a way to combat the extra weight 

gained from the food served in the prison, which they describe as being high in 

carbohydrates. Nicki and Bella commented on using the gym as a weight loss and 

toning tool to maintain body shape; 

yeah you tone your body up and ………..all the weight is lost because 

normally in prison a lot of people put on loads of weight and then they get 

depressed about it, where when you come to the gym, because all the time 

you’re in the gym your burning calories, your not sitting around and you’re 

working…..(Bella) 

Well I have been in prison now for nearly two years and um…as far as the 

food that I eat, all the prisons are different, with Drake Hall it’s like cause you 

eat three times a day and you always get bread with what you eat … 
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…you don’t really get to burn it off and if you didn’t go to the gym you would 

just come out four times the size as you came in. (Nicki) 

Bella also stated that her favourite activity at the gym was legs, bums and tums as it 

enabled her to tone up and lose weight. Nicki’s desire to keep her weight at a level 

seemed to be equally linked to being healthy as it was to having a desired body type. 

Shell’s desire to lose weight was her initial reason for going to the gym but altered 

with increased attendance to concentrate on cardiovascular improvement. 

Shan was the only interviewee who stated she was trying to increase her weight, she 

played volleyball mostly and did not mention sport or exercise as a tool she used to 

create a specific body image.   

Subcategory – Fitness 

Physical fitness was another factor identified as a branch of physiological change 

mentioned by the women. Four interviewees brought up their increased state of 

fitness. The term ‘fitness’ or ‘getting fit’ was never defined by the women, however it 

seemed to relate to regular training and increasing physical ability as mentioned by 

Sam; 

My fitness has gone a lot better, I can do certain things now that I could never 

do when I first started a year ago.     

Shell was aware of cardiovascular exercise and through going to the gym shifted her 

initial focus of losing weight to one of ‘cardiovascular work’; 

…I got to the stage where I thought “oh right if I go for so long and I go, I do 

this for so many hours and do this for so many hours I will lose loads of 

weight.  Without looking at the bigger picture of well you know it’s not here to 

lose weight, well you can lose weight but its more you know, what I do now is 

more CV, cardiovascular work. 

The other interviewees talked about fitness in very casual terms, such as ‘I am as fit 

as I want to be’ or ‘its good to stay fit’. Shell mentioned physical fitness in terms of 

drug rehabilitation; 
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Drugs they, they make you look ten times older , they can cause all sorts of 

illnesses, and the other scale is the fitness side of it and you can get away 

from it and get physically fit to sort of get away from it... 

Some of the interviewees seemed to have pride in surpassing their previous physical 

limitations and recognised the importance of viewing exercise not simply as a tool for 

shaping one’s body but as a holistic physiological mechanism which had many 

systems.  

4.2 Phenomenon 2 – General Health Awareness  

Phenomenon two encompasses the holistic view of being a healthy person which the 

interviewees expressed. The health awareness of issues such as nutrition and 

smoking was developed as a result of their participation in gym activities and the 

healthy environment in which they were surrounded. There were two categories 

identified which shared the overall theme of health awareness, they were nutritional 

awareness and smoking.  

Category – Nutritional Awareness 

Seven of the interviewees brought up the topic of nutrition and/or diet. There was an 

increased amount of knowledge surrounding this topic compared to before 

incarceration, some from nutritional courses but the majority for an acquired interest 

as a result of exercising and wanting to improve personal performance. The PEI’s 

and frequent gym users translated their dietary awareness to other inmates who 

often took up this advice. There were two subcategories which were highlighted; 

healthy diet and effects of a healthy diet.  

The type of food dishes the inmates received was controlled to a certain extent by 

the prison. There was a menu to choose from which contained a healthy option and 

four pieces of fruit were allocated to the inmates on a daily basis. There was also a 

shop that prisoners could buy a small selection of food to be cooked on their own 

houses. However this would be controlled by the wages received from working in 

Drake Hall and the amount of personal money sent in by family and friends.  

Sub-category – Healthy Food Choices 
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The inmates’ awareness of foods that were high in nutritional value and those that 

they referred to as ‘junk’ food was varied. The food group mentioned most was 

carbohydrates as most prisoners discussed the large amounts of white breads, rice 

and pasta that were on the menu at Drake Hall. They complained that often an 

inmate would come in of slim build and within a couple of months develop an 

enlarged stomach due to the amount of carbohydrates served in prisons. The 

interviewees stated that the gym was necessary to combat the amount of 

carbohydrates eaten. However, Bella was the only interviewee that found it possible 

to eat healthy at Drake Hall and summarised the change in her eating habits since 

coming to Drake Hall; 

Like I’ve stopped eating all junk food, I don’t eat junk food, I try to go for the 

healthy option, the good thing in here, in this prison is that they do have the 

healthy option in the kitchens, you can choose a salad, a salad and you get 

loads of fruit, you can do a healthy diet in this prison where other prisons you 

can’t. 

When prisoners referred to healthy eating they appeared to associate salads and 

fruit as the main healthy foods coupled with foods low in fat. Annette also mentioned 

eating fish and the importance of having breakfast. She decided to improve her diet 

and to quit smoking thus enabling her to increase her personal performance to 

enhance the classes she was instructing, when asked if this deterred her from 

wanting to instruct at the beginning she replied; 

No not at all, yeah I need to do this so I’ll start eating more healthy and then 

I’ll give it a go, I never thought that it did, it’s now that I think god ya it does, 

it’s eating breakfast in the morning, honestly I’ve never ate breakfast in the 

morning. Um I come to the gym and the PEI would, they sound like my mum, 

the most important meal of the day is breakfast, I would make sure Jack ate 

his breakfast but I would never eat breakfast myself. But I’ve lost more weight 

eating breakfast but and that’s what I tell people cause it gets your 

metabolism going and now I find I come up at 8 o’clock and at 9 o’clock I’m 

eating a bowl of cornflakes (laughs). It’s just little stuff like that….you know 
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I’ve realised it isn’t just what people, I just thought it was a lot of … but now its 

just one of those things that breakfast was most important to you 

Other inmates took to reading the contents of packets to control their calorie or fat 

intake. Sam cut out foods which were high in these and found that her body became 

used to healthier foods. When she had a weekend to go home, as she was near the 

end of her sentence, she ate a lot of takeaway foods and found she felt sick.  

Nicki took the approach of having a balanced diet; 

I’m not like, check the calories of a Mars bar and everything that I eat, I’m not 

like that at all, but I mean I will if I think well I had bread and that yesterday, I 

will have something else or maybe I’ll have a cake so I’ll have an apple today,  

I am a bit like that… 

When Annette and Stacy were asked about their interest in diet before coming into 

prison, they expressed their lack of knowledge or interest in the subject; 

I would never have dreamed of sorting out my diet if you like as well and that 

is quite a big thing for me, although I have put weight on um….in the last few 

weeks, its due to health problems not through the food I eat, its all quite 

healthy now, where before I would eat burger and chips and things stuff like 

that, now I have soya milk and um I’m quite quite healthy. 

Stacy also switched from cows milk to soya milk as a healthier alternative. It is clear 

from the quotes here that the women adopted different approaches to their diet 

depending on their overall aim. In order to make such choices the women had 

increased their knowledge in this area and were able to apply it.  

Subcategory - Effects of a Healthy Diet 

Annette, Bella, Sam and Shell described how a healthy diet made them feel better. 

When asked to describe ‘better’ Annette thought it increased her energy levels and 

she did not feel as depressed or lethargic. Bella found that by eating foods high in 

carbohydrates she felt ‘bloated’ and was unable to do activity. Shell described how 

she felt less depressed; 
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…..its surprising how much you feel better if you change your physical fitness 

and your diet, they say you are what you eat, well now….I would never have 

believed that…. back before I started coming to the gym, but the way I feel 

now to the way I felt then, I used to be depressed all the time, now I’m not... 

By learning about healthier food choices and how this can have a positive affect on 

both physical and mental state, the women were able to change their lifestyle 

choices to improve their overall wellbeing. This awareness was discussed with 

enthusiasm and Annette and Seema also stated that they were looking forward to 

imparting this knowledge on their families. They were keen to share their new found 

wisdom and improve the health of loved ones. As several of the prisoners had 

children who would be affected by this lifestyle change, the increased healthy living 

may have an impact on reducing health inequalities in this population. Mandy 

described how such lifestyle change was a common occurrence that she had 

observed in her 11 years in prison; 

some people come in who hadn’t exercised before and they go out and 

they’re learning so much, there’s one girl that I’m doing um a health training, 

health training course with and she…she said herself that she didn’t know 

anything about exercise, diet or nutrition at all and so she’s learning, being in 

here from speaking, being in contact with this environment,  she’s learning 

more so clearly by learning more about how to look after her body , both,  

both you know, through diet and exercise and then the mental thing as well, 

the mental thing, then hopefully that’s something that she can take out with 

her then and it will create a better,  better situation for her when she gets out 

just thinking about her, she’s just one example of many. 

Category – Smoking 

This category only applies to two of the interviewees but will have a considerable 

impact on the health of the women and is a great lifestyle change due to its addictive 

nature. Annette had just stopped smoking through the use of nicotine patches as a 

result of wanting to increase her physical performance. Sam also had plans on 

quitting smoking in the near future for the same reason. They both stated that this 

was a result of their activities in the gym at Drake Hall. 
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4.3 Phenomenon 3 – Role of Sport and Exercise on Rehabilitation for Release 

The experiences at Drake Hall gym and the rest of the prison affected the women’s 

views on past criminal behaviour and often led them to feel like they should ‘give 

something back to the community’. They had a sense of regret and looked forward to 

a crime-free future and one where they had valuable skills to benefit their outside 

community upon release. Acceptable social norms were understood and looked at in 

a positive manner. Recollections and current statements by the women around this 

topic were grouped together under the term rehabilitation.  

Category - Social responsibility 

This category encompasses two subcategories. 

Subcategory – Giving Something Back  

The need to help others and to give something positive to the community was a 

recurring theme. The inmates found they had developed a desire to help others with 

the knowledge and skills they had acquired. They were often given the opportunity to 

do this at Drake Hall and discussed how they would continue to do so after release. 

Mandy found she was able to do this through the gym environment and incorporate 

this into future plans; 

...I find that in sport and I find that in prison as well, we’re all sharing this 

experience, so its about helping other people to get through that experience 

and the gym is a good way to do that, I’m not saying everybody wants to do to 

the gym because clearly there’s people that don’t come to the gym in this 

prison, but for anybody who puts their foot through the door, puts their foot 

through the door, that means they’ve got that bit of interest , you know if its 

their first time it means they’ve taken over the first step, their actually taking 

some action there, so there are thoughts about right ok I’m going to help them 

along. 

...I’m sort of thinking about my life for the future as well.  Because I like to be 

involved within the community, I’m thinking I remember when I first came in 

other people helped me so for me I’m giving things back, so the health 
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training course that I’m doing when I finish that it’s truly voluntary the work 

that we’ll be doing for that. 

Annette also established that when instructing a class that received positive 

feedback from its participants was a rewarding experience and gave her the impetus 

to do more to help others improve their own fitness. Shell who was not a gym orderly 

found that she felt good when coaching people with special needs, she described 

how it enabled her to give something to the outside community. 

It makes me feel good because I know I’m putting something back into the 

community because they’re from obviously the community and it’s like I’m 

giving something back now for what I’ve done if you like, how I’ve lived my life 

in the past and that makes me feel good. 

Shell had made the decision to focus her future on working with people with special 

needs and was taking the relevant courses to increase her chances of employment 

in the future. 

Su category – Responsible Norms 

There are two properties that define this subcategory, acceptable social behaviour 

which prisoners have learned while in prison and the use of positive alternative 

activities which may be used to replace previous criminal actions. 

Sam and Norma shared their thoughts on how the prison environment and gym 

activities facilitated them to change certain behaviours which they looked back upon 

as unacceptable in society. Sam previously had difficulty controlling her temper 

which affected her interaction with others. She now uses exercise as a means to 

alleviate tensions that may lead to aggressive behaviour. Shan also mentioned that 

boxercise is a good way for inmates to control aggressive behaviour and those 

women who have undertaken exercise whilst in prison will have learned to use this 

as an aggression management tool upon release.  

Norma expressed regret for her past illegal gain of money and of spending it without 

consideration on expensive material items. She explained that her life before prison 

would not have provided the opportunity to attend university as she is now, resulting 
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in her desire to lead a crime free life by earning money through her qualifications and 

spending it according to her means.  

...I wouldn’t have appreciated things, but now.... hard times now because I 

ain’t doing what I used to do, what I want to do. I know I could still get them 

things, them nice things, and all I’m thinking now is focus, focus, degree! 

degree! degree, get your degree! You could be earning this you could be 

earning that, what and what, thats what pushes me because I don’t want to go 

back to that life what I used to have because it weren’t the right way forward, 

yeah? 

 By coming to prison and finding an interest which Norma was passionate about, she 

was able to make the decision that her past criminal behaviour was not an option for 

the future. She was in an environment in the gym which opened her eyes to the 

different pathways she could choose which were more socially acceptable and 

rewarding.  

The use of exercise or sport as a mechanism to deter prisoners from previous illegal 

activity was also recognised and supported by other interviewees. One of the 

interview questions asked was ‘What do you think the purpose of having sport and 

exercise in prisons is?’, Shan responded with rehabilitation for drug use; 

I think it’s different for each person. I mean you got people who are on rehab, 

helping them for what ever reasons, they’ve got their little things when they 

will come in and they’ll just work in there on their own, so that helps them with 

their addiction and people that have been on drugs, I suppose that helps 

them….I mean which way, like its one of them because I’ve never taken 

drugs, I suppose it helps them and benefits them because a lot of girls have 

been on drugs and used the gym and it has helped them, because they’ve not 

thought about the drugs, their thoughts are still on, ‘right I’m going to the gym 

I’m going to this activity or that activity’… whereby you know if that activity 

weren’t there, …. if you take things away from people that distracting them 

from doing something else that’s a negative …therefore people are basically 

saying you know what,  people aren’t here to help you, we’re here for you to 

give you a hard time and then kick you out and that’s it. 
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Shan’s view on rehabilitation suggests that if the crime isn’t addressed and prisoners 

are incarcerated just to remove them from society then the cyclic criminal behaviour 

is not broken. She suggests that distractionary tactics may be necessary to alter a 

prisoner’s mind set away from the criminal act. Stacy brought up the rehabilitation 

centre at Drake Hall and its success at helping drug and alcohol users to find 

alternative interests. She also supported the use of sport or exercise as an 

alternative activity to substance misuse. 

There’s a rehabilitation centre, unit, the girls are here today actually. um It’s a 

sixteen week course and it’s for girls who have been um.. drug users and 

alcohol users, a wide range of drugs that um are struggling to stay off it, 

they’ve actually come off it but because they’re in prison and they can’t be on 

it when they go on the rehab, 16 week programme and they have like one to 

one sessions and group sessions every morning and part of that is physical 

activity and the success rate off that is quite high you know and I do believe 

that getting them involved in the gym, I take the rehab quite a few of the days 

with volleyball, one of the girls that walked out the other day because she felt 

flustered because she couldn’t hit the ball but I believe it’s a big part in 

rehabilitating to find other activities or other therapies if you like as opposed to 

using drugs if they can find other things to do like physical activities, or um 

even acupuncture you know alternative therapies then I do believe they’ve got 

a good chance of staying away from drugs and that life if you like. 

Shell echoed this opinion when discussing drug use; 

drugs they, they make you look ten times older , they can cause all sorts of 

illnesses, and the other scale is the fitness side of it and you can get away 

from it and get physically fit to sort of get away from it but,  if girls didn’t have 

that sort of education that is here in the prison I believe they would go straight 

back to doing that and there is, there must be some sort of success rate or 

they wouldn’t do things like the rehab or the physical activity, so there must be 

some sort of success rate so I believe it does change and motivate people to 

live a better life. 
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Shell expressed her strong views on the changes she had observed in herself and 

she seemed to be empowered by her new found health; 

...I don’t know, you know I think it was just my attitude changed when I 

changed, when I started training full time and I started eating healthier my 

whole outlook as I said just, it was like I was a different person, I don’t know 

what came over me, but I didn’t care what people thought anymore, I wasn’t 

bothered, I was healthy I was, I felt good and that’s all that mattered so.  

There was a positive relationship identified by the women interviewed between 

exercise and sport provision and rehabilitation.  

4.4 Phenomenon 4 – Developmental Skills and Qualifications 

This phenomenon encompasses all the skills, qualifications and experiences of sport 

and exercise that the participants had the opportunity to gain whilst in prison. The 

women at Drake Hall who attended or worked at the gym were given the choice to 

undertake various physical education courses which would enable them to teach or 

instruct others. Those who were qualified were then allowed to teach classes at the 

gym or coach others and so gain work experience in this field.  

This phenomenon has been further refined into three categories, training 

qualifications, work experience and workplace skills. These three categories have 

then been broken down into ten subcategories with twenty different properties.   

Category – Training Qualifications 

There were a number of training qualifications offered at Drake Hall and some 

inmates who had been to other prisons prior had already gained qualifications in 

sport or exercise disciplines. The courses on offer were open to any inmate, it was 

not necessary to be employed in the gym. The training qualifications mentioned by 

the interviewees were;  

• Exercise class Instructor 

o Boxercise 

o Circuit 

o Step Aerobics 
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o Legs, Bums and Tums 

o Spinning 

• OCN Health Trainer Course 

• YMCA Fitness Instructor –Level 1-3 

• Pool Lifeguard 

• Community Sports Leader Award 

Seven of the participants had completed some sort of training related to exercise or 

sport and had gained at least one qualification, Mica and Bella had not at the time of 

interview completed any training courses, however they both had several planned for 

the near future. In addition to physical education courses, the inmates could also do 

related courses such as an NVQ in Customer Care and First Aid. Shell also was in 

the process of doing her level one and two counselling qualification as she found she 

had an interest in working with special needs children when coaching Danish Long 

Ball. Norma was at the local university in her first year of a BSc in Sports 

Psychology. Details of other training courses, completed, current and planned, by 

the interviewees may be found in Appendix i under Information on Participants..   

Category – Work Experience 

Once the women were qualified or able to teach, instruct or coach they were given 

the opportunity to use the skills they had acquired. The inmates were involved in 

instructing the various exercise classes on offer at Drake Hall gym. Mandy had been 

in various prisons for 11 years and commented on the advantages of Drake Hall; 

...and what’s good here, which I haven’t experienced to the degree that I 

have, is the gym orderlies do so much in their job here, we …..we really are 

very very involved, um with the amount of classes that we take um with the 

amount of booking in and booking out and…. it is amazing, so that is a good 

grounding for anybody, I, I’m going to be a personal trainer but if anybody that 

was going to work in the gym, in a gym outside, it’s such a good experience 

for them. 

The frequency and type of inmate lead classes varied, Annette and Mandy taught 

weight circuit and boxercise on a weekly basis and Mica also instructed legs, bums 
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and tums and step aerobics. It was not only gym orderlies that took classes, Shell 

and Shan coached volleyball. The gym had clearance to have specified groups come 

in from outside the prison on a weekly basis for coaching. This enabled Shell to 

instruct special needs children and young offenders in Danish Long Ball and Norma 

to train young British junior athletes in various sports on a weekly basis.  

Annette and Mandy talked of their role in advising and designing exercise 

programmes for other inmates to follow, much as a personal trainer would. At the 

time of the interviews there was also a new initiative to train some inmates to be 

leaders in health issues. They would then be recognisable to other prisoners whom 

could then seek advice and guidance on various health related problems including 

exercise, smoking and diet.  

Category - Workplace Skills 

From the qualifications and work experience obtained at Drake Hall many 

transferable skills were acquired such as leadership, team work, communication,  

problem solving, motivation, and research skills. There were examples of all these to 

varying degrees in the interviews.  

Subcategories – Leadership, Problem Solving, Communication and Team work  

Annette and Mandy were attending an Open College Network (OCN) Health trainer 

course run by the NHS. Once the women had completed the course they would be 

labelled with a badge to say they were leaders in health and could give advice on 

health issues, Annette explained; 

They’ve introduced this health trainer amongst prisons,  like I’m doing a 

course at the moment , a few of us, we’re training to be health trainers for the 

NHS and it’s to introduce ...fitness, non-smoking um… diet and nutrition, also 

a lot of medical problems and things like that, so we’ve got a good knowledge 

of it and what we are going to be doing is we’ll be health trainers with badges 

around the prison and we can, if people want to come to us… come and 

introduce things and we can introduce a fitness programme for them um, for a 

lot of people, like a lot of women want to lose weight and and its all about,  I 

think not just fitness, it’s eating as well so about eating the right food. 
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Annette and Mandy would be working as part of a team for this new project with 

outside staff from the NHS, the PEI’s and other inmates, they would be involved in 

organising an event to launch the new programme. This type of project would 

provide the opportunity for prisoners to experience the responsibilities and 

consequences of being a leader and a team player. They would be able to make 

important decisions, learn to listen to others and problem solve. Annette showed 

aspects of this when talking about her role in constructing fitness programmes for 

other inmates; 

I set fitness programs up for the girls. If if if girls come up and they’ll say “ I 

want to lose weight,…”  um I’ll do a diet fitness plan as well for them so I’m 

doing,  I’ll go on the computer and I’ll write a schedule for them , a fitness,  but 

also its important to include diet , you know that is where you go wrong or 

where a lot of the girls that will come in and say “I’m doing the gym” but they’ll 

eat six , six pieces of  bread you know with their meals “and I’m not losing 

weight” and we also, I do weigh in…  so girls can come and weigh in and you 

can see, some girls will come and they’ll find that they’ve lost loads of weight 

but now their not losing weight but their fat percentage is going down. We’ve 

got a machine downstairs that calculates the BMI and the fat percent and 

everything, um so they can see their actually doing, putting muscle mass on. 

Annette listened to the problem of weight gain, identified aspects which caused this 

and suggested a solution.  Annette added that it was important for her to clearly 

explain terminology to her clients such as body mass index and fat percentage. This 

demonstrated her understanding of choosing the appropriate communication level 

for the audience. Norma also spoke of using the most effective communication style 

for the client when discussing her experiences of teaching classes; 

...how you think up the exercises and what to do and how to speak to people 

on a level, and that so... as soon as I conquered that, the way how to speak to 

people, obviously I know how to speak to people, but there is a way of 

speaking to them when your taking classes and when your showing them an 

example of an exercise or whatever yeah?...    
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The gym orderlies all spoke of the unique environment of working in the gym, 

specifically that the staff and PEI’s always worked together as a team. It was not the 

‘us versus them’ situation that occurred in the rest of the prison.  Mandy highlighted 

the importance of team work in the gym environment;  

You can’t have…um the staff and the prisoners in this environment, it has to 

be a, a team together and I’ve known that in every single gym department that 

I’ve been in, you’ve got to have that unity, …um otherwise it just wouldn’t 

work,…. and it’s a slightly different environment in the gym department, feels 

different to the rest of the prison…. because of that, because of how um 

closely you have to work together as a team. 

Team work was also mentioned by Shan who was not a gym orderly. She found that 

her ability to work as part of a team was developed through her volleyball 

participation, when asked if she had learned anything from her experience with 

sport/exercise she replied; 

... with the volleyball and like team sports is being able to work with others, 

you get what I mean? Now you can’t be playing on your own if you’re in a 

team and of course if I’m there working with other people who are working, I 

can’t be the one who like ‘I can’t talk to you’, ‘I can’t work with you’ or 

whatever, so it gets you used to being amongst people and being able to like 

you know talk to people you know.   

Subcategory - Motivation 

The women that taught classes, constructed exercise programmes or coached a 

sport all placed emphasis on having the ability to motivate others. They considered 

this to be essential if an instructor or coach wanted to be successful. The 

interviewees showed a sense of pride in the roles they undertook and this was linked 

with the ability to motivate a class or an individual well. They often discussed 

pushing people further in their exercise of choice and thought encouragement was a 

good motivational tool. There was evidence that the inmates had received 

encouragement from the PEI’s, both with their teaching and exercising on a regular 

basis and this may have been the learning medium which led to their views on 
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motivation. Through encouragement Mandy found she was able to empower her 

clients to surpass their normal physical exercise limits and considered this to be an 

important part of her role as an instructor. 

…that just makes me feel like I’ve done my job properly because that’s what 

I’m there for and it’s not about me exercising, it’s about them exercising and 

then them getting everything from the class that they can and that, that you’ve 

pushed them just that little bit to push them over, push them over their limit 

because it is, that’s the point of the instructor, they’re there to encourage 

people to take it that bit further than they would if they were by themselves. 

And that’s what I like. 

Shell described how she motivated others in her circuit class and gained personal 

enjoyment from doing so. 

I enjoy it, motivating other people, motivates myself, so if I’m motivating 

somebody to move onto the next step and ‘don’t give up’ and ‘don’t give up’, 

it….what I, the way I do it, I actually do circuit with them, cause I see it as I 

wouldn’t ask nobody to do anything I couldn’t do, so if I am doing it with them 

that will give them the motivation to get around that circuit, because I’ll 

actually stop with one person who’s maybe lagging behind a little bit and work 

with them to get them to the end even if they can’t do it as well as the others 

I’ll sort of um…push them to their limits if you like and that motivates me to 

keep going then as well because if I’ve got to make them to keep going then it 

makes me…. 

Norma found great pride in motivating the young people that came to the prison for 

fitness training. When asked about her feelings around coaching she described her 

motivational skills. When discussing the athletes who were about to qualify as British 

junior athletes she reported; 

I will feel proud because I know even though it’s only an hour a week I do with 

them, still, I still put my little bit in there, do you get what I mean and I always 

push them and I always say to them if you want to see 2012 you had better do 

that exercise, not blackmailing but it makes, you know I can see the future for 
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them and I can see some of the kids that come in here are going to do it and 

they are going to get there, because....the way they are and the way, the way 

they are they will get far, when I was young I wish I had had somebody like 

me in myself that was pushing me the way I like to push other people. 

Jeannette and Mandy both identified that the enjoyment and fun experienced by the 

people in their exercise classes was a good motivational tool when instructing. The 

interviewees identified various ways to motivate their clients, each developing their 

own style from their experiences at Drake Hall gym and gyms at other prisons. In 

addition the women used research media such as the library, magazines, television 

and previous orderlies’ notes to research their particular subject area. 

4.5 Phenomenon 5 - Influence of Sport, Exercise or Dietary Awareness on 
Plans Post Prison 
This phenomenon collated the common influences that participation in sport or 

exercise had on the prisoner’s outlook upon released. The majority of these areas 

have been discussed throughout the results section but also have a place here. 

Table 5 summarises each category for reference, however only some properties will 

be discussed to avoid repeated quotes. There were three categories pertaining to 

this phenomena; Career, home life and personal interest/hobby. 

Category - Career 

Six of the nine women interviewed had made plans to focus their future career in the 

field of sport and exercise. They previously did not have designs on this career path, 

however the opportunities and experiences from Drake Hall had allowed them to 

pursue this avenue. Annette goes as far as stating that she was glad she came to 

prison as it gave her something which she enjoys and a future direction. Annette and 

Mandy already have plans in place for gaining employment.  

Well I’m going to, I’m gonna start the ball rolling before I leave, I’m gonna 

write to, I’m going to send a CV and I’m gonna write to all the big fitness 

places near where I live like Fitness First, Total Fitness and FX leisure and I’m 

going to send my CV to them and I might even try to get Kerry downstairs or 

one of the PEI’s to ring up and see and I’m even thinking I haven’t said this to 
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them yet but I’m even thinking of actually seeing if they could ring up to see if I 

could go while I’m here because I’ve passed my RDR date and I’ve proven 

that I’m able to go out….I will be going out on pool life, I go out on home 

leave, CVs.  So I’m actually trying to, I might be having word with the ….after 

Christmas ring up somewhere around here, seeing if I can go and do some 

voluntary work in a gym.. (Annette) 

Mandy is already in contact with charity organisations which help offenders with 

employment. She is in the process of writing a business plan with the guidance of an 

NVQ in business starter, her aim is to identify gaps in the sporting environment and 

direct her plans towards this.  

Bella would like to be a gym instructor and is taking the relevant qualifications to do 

this ready for release.  

Sam has plans to mix her qualifications in beauty with her personal fitness instructor 

qualifications to provide a more holistic treatment service.  

Shell found she had an interest in working with special needs from her involvement 

at Drake Hall gym  

Norma’s future using her BSc in Sports Psychology has begun.  

Mica has plans on working in a gym.  

There is a substantial amount of evidence that the women who were interviewed for 

this study have been given the opportunity to develop a career path in the field of 

sport or exercise and have relished the chance to change their previous lifestyle. 

When discussing their future the inmates appeared excited and invigorated with their 

plans, they were keen to share their aspirations with the researcher. 

Category – Home Life 

As previously mentioned, the inmates felt it important to share their knowledge on 

health issues with their families. Annette stated she would be changing her cooking 

methods and eating habits of her son when she was reunited with him. Seema was 

going to address the food constituents and exercise levels of her Indian culture. 
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I am hoping Paddy will make me do the level three nutrition cause I am 

actually interested in it now and it would be nice to have to go out and do 

something and teach other people cause my mom,……like in our culture 

you don’t have good diet, in Indian culture it’s either got fat in it or 

something like that is quite unhealthy ,exercise, that’s what I want to put 

into my mum’s idea,  cause her eating is terrible you know the only 

vegetables she eats really is in a curry so it would be quite good to learn. 

Category – Personal interest/hobby 

Some of the interviewees also expressed an interest in participating in sport and 

exercise as a hobby. An activity they would choose to do in their spare time because 

they enjoy it and it evokes a positive mood state. Annette and Shell had desires to 

use exercise and sport as a means to interact with others who shared similar 

interests. Initially Shell stated that she would be exercising in her mother’s gym but 

elaborated on this later on; 

...yeah but what I’m actually looking for out there is maybe a volleyball team 

or so I’m actually still getting my social interaction (I can’t even say it) social 

interaction but I’ve got my own little four times a week, if I want to do that at 

home, I’ve got that or maybe tennis  or something that’s quite fun, that you get 

a few people,  or squash anything but, I know it’s only one on one but you can 

alternate that with volleyball or spinning or you know go to a local gym for 

that. (Shell) 

Annette was initially anxious about interacting with others when released, however 

once she had gained confidence in the gym and established her interest in exercise 

she was excited about the prospect of meeting new people. 

...cause that was another worry on release I thought ‘oh my god, what am I 

doing in prison? What am I  going to do when I get out? and oh god, who am I 

going to meet? …and people that I’m going to see? ..but I’m actually excited 

now because I know that wherever I go if its regarding,  I can just get into 

courses well not courses but I can go to the gym, I’m going to meet people 

there. Um just a load of range of things really, just how you, go to the gym go 
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to classes just getting work you’re gonna meet a lot of people that are 

interested in what I’m doing as well. 

Annette recollected her journey from feeling dread and apprehension about her 

future to being glad she came to prison. 

when I sat down come 5 o’clock and ‘oh god, why did I come to prison? and  

oh god, I can’t cope with it’ you know and ‘I got five months to do’,. but since 

coming here it’s just… it sounds awful because I shouldn’t really say this… 

but my mom,  cause I go on home leave and I’ll be talking to my mom and 

dad and they’ll say gosh you seem to be really enjoying yourself , it’s not 

about enjoying myself,  yeah I’m enjoying myself but I’m also paying my 

punishment because I’m still committed to my little boy and my family but I’m 

also doing something in here so I feel like I got a purpose and I feel now since 

working in the gym that I’m glad I came to prison, I’m glad, I’m glad I came 

because I found something that I’m doing and I enjoy but also…. I think I 

would never have found that and yet I found a new way of life that you know 

different from how I was on the outside what I was doing, I was just getting 

involved with the wrong people and I don’t, well I mean not harming people 

em… well I was harming people with what I was doing its seems strange but 

I’m just glad that I come here now you know I’ve just seen a new way of life 

just the way you can do it…cause I don’t think you get..well you don’t get 

pushed on the out at all with fitness and….but I worked before I got involved 

with the wrong person and doing fraud but I worked like seven or eight years 

and then I never did the gym but I loved my job so its just a bit of change but I 

didn’t, I can’t explain I can’t explain it….I’m glad I come, I’m glad I come to 

prison. 

Several women described how they enjoyed reading or watching documentaries 

around health and exercise and did so voluntarily. They enjoyed learning new facts 

and techniques which they could apply to their own roles.  

  

 




